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Marwell Zoo with Eelmoor Marsh, and 
the Wildlfowl and Wetlands Trust at 
Martin Mere have regenerated Woodend 
Farm into natural wetlands encouraging 
the return of many species of native 
birds and plants to the area.  

Other examples are further afield, 
and include working with Amur tigers 
and leopards in the Russian Far East, 
Owston’s palm civet in Vietnam and work 
in India to try and save the Gyps vulture 
from extinction through establishment 
of a viable captive population. 

Building a Future for Wildlife: the World 
Zoo and Aquarium Conservation Strategy 
was published in 2005.  In his foreword, 
Achim Steiner, the director general of 
IUCN (www.iucn.org), comments on the 
unique position of zoos and aquariums 
in that they can provide conservation 
in a genuinely integrated way.  He also 
points out that for a lot of young people 
zoos and aquariums are their first 
contact with nature and they therefore 
have great power to influence.  

It is the lifestyle of the wealthiest 
countries that are the greatest threat 
to the survival of many species and 
habitats, and their highly consumptive 
behaviour needs to change. Zoos can 
play a major role in influencing this 
change.  Over 16 million people visit 
BIAZA member collections each year 

— more people than attend football 
matches.  This gives zoos a unique 
opportunity to pass on vital messages 
to their visitors about sustainability, 
lifestyles, and conservation.  

A good example of this was Bristol 
Zoo’s ‘Penguins in a Pickle’ project.  This 
showed people how pollution and life 
styles were affecting the African penguin 
and involved visitors in activities 
such as washing the oil off inflatable 
penguins.  This sort of interactive event 
ensures that a message gets through in 
an entertaining and effective way.

Now there is an amphibian call 
to arms.  The world’s frogs, toads, 
salamanders and caecilians are 
experiencing an extinction crisis the like 
of which modern man has never seen.  
Nearly a third of the planet’s species 
of amphibian are currently threatened 
with extinction.  This is due to pressures 
such as habitat loss and degradation, 
pollution, climate change, alien invasive 
species and, now, a fatal fungal disease, 
Chytridiomycosis, which is sweeping 
through frog populations in the 
Americas, Australia and now Europe.  

This disease means that for many 
species of amphibians it is ex-situ 
captive populations that will keep the 
species alive until a treatment for the 
fungal infection is found.  An action 
plan has been produced and the IUCN/
SSC Amphibian Specialist Group (ASG) 
along with the Conservation Breeding 
Specialist Group and the World Zoo and 
Aquarium Association are coordinating 
a global response.  Therefore BIAZA 
members are rallying to provide 
accommodation to take on some of the 
most threatened species.  Zoos and 
aquariums are in a unique position to 
respond to this urgent call to arms.

Today the wild has become a 
fragmented and dangerous place for 
many species due to man’s impact on, 
and exploitation of, the environment.  
The ability of the better zoos to become 
powerful and influential forces for 
conservation is having significant 
positive effects on the future survival of 
many species and the protection of their 
habitats. 

Through integrated science and 
effective communication to their many 
millions of visitors, zoos can achieve 
conservation success in many different 
ways.

Miranda F Stevenson, Director, BIAZA. 

Zoos have an amazing ability to 
change and refocus, from the 
menageries of old to modern 

dynamic conservation centres.  It is 
this ability of zoos to evolve that has 
enabled them to embrace much-needed 
conservation initiatives.  

These have resulted in the saving 
of several species, notably the Arabian 
and scimitar-horned oryx.  Both species 
became extinct in the wild in the 20th 
century (the scimitar as recently as the 
late 1990s) but managed zoo populations 
have made it possible to return animals 
to parts of their original wild ranges, 
albeit under protected regimes.  

And this is the reality of the 21st 
century; the future of many species 
(eg the African black rhinoceros) is 
dependant on their being managed 
through a continuum from ‘captive’ to 
‘wild’, the latter often being in fenced 
and protected areas.  

Much of our knowledge and expertise 
in management, translocation and 
re-introduction of these small, often 
isolated populations, has evolved from 
experience gained in zoos.  The science 
of small population management 
has evolved through cooperative zoo 
breeding programmes and an increase 
in our knowledge of the health care and 
welfare of wild animals.

Zoos and aquariums have an 
increasingly important conservation 
and educational role.  BIAZA members 
make significant contributions to 
field conservation.    A survey carried 
out in 2001 showed that during the 
previous three years (1997-2000) 
member collections supported 177 field 
conservation projects in 62 countries 
representing over £10 m.  Members also 
supplied husbandry and management 
skills, staff and equipment for habitat 
and species conservation,  and essential 
material for local education and 
awareness programmes.  More recent 
information from 2003 and 2004 shows 
a support of 369 field programmes, a 
doubling of the number of projects.  

Areas of conservation are diverse.  
Some are UK species recovery 
programmes, with examples being the 
corncrake, hazel dormouse, harvest 
mouse, water vole, field cricket and 
Canna woodmouse.  Many zoos are 
involved in managing natural areas, 
such as Bristol Zoo with Avon Gorge, 
Paignton Zoo Environmental Park 
with Clennon Gorge and Slapton Ley, 

Miranda f Stevenson

BIAZA is a conservation education and scientific wildlife charity, which acts as the principal professional body representing 
the responsible zoo and aquarium community in Britain and Ireland. With over 70 members, its role is to develop and 
spread best practice within the UK and international zoo community, combining lobbying and campaigning with the 

development of policy in collaboration with the government and scientific organisations.  BIAZA represents its members 
and supports the values of good zoos and aquariums. 

 For information on BIAZA go to the website at www.biaza.org.uk
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The UK’s largest dog welfare charity, 
Dogs Trust, welcomes the introduction 
of the Animal Welfare bill, but warns that 
the proposed legislation falls short in key 
areas.

The charity supports the main 
concepts of the bill, in particular the 
Duty of Care which makes responsible 
ownership a legal entity, and greatly 
welcomes the intention to regulate the 
sale of dogs over the internet. 

Tail-docking is a controversial and 
emotive issue, but is one that is key to 
ensuring protection for dogs.

Dogs Trust has called for a total ban 
on tail-docking for any reason other 
than for therapeutic purposes, and is 
urging the government to include an 
unequivocal ban.

‘We have high hopes that 
the long awaited Animal 
Welfare Bill, particularly the 
duty of care, will provide a 
much greater protection to the 
6.5 million dogs in the UK.’

Clarissa Baldwin, Dogs Trust 
Chief Executive 

 ‘There is overwhelming 
evidence that docking dogs’ 
tails is unnecessary, causes 
pain and suffering, and 
deprives them of a natural 
form of canine expression. 
For a country that professes 
to abhor animal cruelty, it is 
shocking that this mutilation 
is allowed to continue for 
wholly cosmetic reasons.’

Chris Laurence, Dogs Trust 
Veterinary Director

THE ANIMAL WELFARE BILL 
– A CHANCE FOR CHANGE

A parliamentary briefing is available. Please contact Eleanor Silk on 020 7837 0006 or by 
email at info@dogstrust.org.uk

We urge parliamentarians to take an 
interest in the progress of the bill through 
parliament and to support the views of Dogs 
Trust on key issues.  

A Dog is for life, not just for Christmas® | www.dogstrust.org.uk

When Gordon Brown sought to define what it is 
to be British, what unifies us, what we can be 
proud of as a nation, he might have mentioned 

a love of animals and concern for 
their welfare.  This does not make 
the majority animal rights activists, 
nor does it require that they all damn 
fox-hunting.  Urban and rural Britain 
may divide on some questions where 
the latter thinks the other overly 
sentimental, but such differences 
only underline the central point: that 
the British as a whole care deeply 
about what happens to animals 
both wild and domesticated.  That 
said, an act passed in 1911 cannot 
today represent the views of modern 
Britain on this subject, any more than 
it could on any other. 

While not an issue to rank with 
globalisation, poverty and the 
scourge of HIV/AIDS and malaria, 
nevertheless it is right that there 
should now be change.  For, as Eric 
Martlew, chair of the All-Party Group on Animal 
Welfare says, ‘the existing legislation is a mess and the 
world has moved on since the 1911 Act’. 

 He compares the Animal Welfare Bill to the Health 
and Safety at Work Act 1974 that brought together health 
and safety aspects of the various Factory Acts, the Office, 

Shops and Railway Premises Act 1963, and so forth: it 
too was an enabling Act.   This aspect remains perhaps 
the only controversial aspect of the bill.  The case, of 

course, is that animal welfare has already 
been less well served by the protection 
afforded by legislation than it might 
have been. Eric Martlew points to the 
regulation of the sale of animals over the 
internet, something that didn’t exist ten 
years ago, that will have to be addressed 
through the enabling provisions of the 
bill. Already the government intends to 
introduce a code of practice on tethering 
in 2007.

The bill will reduce the amount of 
unnecessary suffering and create a 
new climate for animal welfare.  But 
for some it does not go far enough.  The 
government has not taken a stance on tail 
docking, but there will be a free vote on 
this in parliament and Eric is convinced 
that tail docking will be banned by the 
House: and is looking forward to seeing 
a boxer with a tail for the first time. 

The government has also refused to ban wild animals 
in circuses, but believes that the welfare provisions of 
the bill will prevent the keeping of wild animals.  There 
will no doubt be an amendment to the bill, ‘and we will 
have to see’, he says. 

Roderick Crawford is editor of Parliamentary Brief.
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